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DDPAI X2S Pro car video recorder
The DDPAI X2S Pro video recorder is equipped with 2 cameras - front and rear, which record video in HD resolution. An intelligent power
management  system ensures  long operating  time and allows  the  device  to  operate  reliably  in  24-hour  parking  monitoring  mode.  The
included remote control button allows you to take a photo or a short video at a glance, while the built-in GPS and accelerometer provide
access to route or speed information. Want more? Discover the features available in the DDPAI app!
 
An invisible guard to protect your car
DDPAI X2S Pro is poised to become a reliable guardian of your car. Its compact size and minimalist design will make it fit perfectly into
the interior of  any vehicle and remain almost invisible.  Its advanced IPS power management system and 2-channel D2SAVE recording
technology will provide you with up to 24-hour protection - both when you're driving and when you're parked. In addition, the product has
a mute button that you can use to turn off audio recording for privacy while driving.
 
2 cameras - more recording options
As many as 2 cameras of the device connect to each other via a digital IP connection and give you the ability to record from different
perspectives and angles. Both continuously record footage from the moment you start your car. With DDPAI X2S Pro, you'll capture all
events - both those unfolding on the road and those inside the vehicle. Freely record richly detailed videos in 1440p resolution - nothing
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will escape your attention anymore!
 
Stunning image quality
The X2S Pro benefits from a number of solutions to optimize image quality. The front camera is equipped with a 140° wide-angle lens
with an F1.8 aperture, while the rear camera has a 120° wide-angle lens with an F2.0 aperture. The next-generation HiSilicon processor
allows you to achieve professional results, while WDR technology ensures detailed images with vivid, natural colors regardless of lighting
conditions. Digital stabilization, geometric distortion correction and anti-fog solutions, among others, are also responsible for exceptional
recording quality.
 
Remote control of the camera
You'll  also  find  a  special  third-generation  button  that  allows  you  to  operate  the  camera  remotely.  Just  by  pressing  it,  you  can  take  a
stunning photo or a short video of your route in the blink of an eye. The resulting footage will be instantly sent to your phone via Wi-Fi. A
magnificent landscape encountered on the road? How about a sudden emergency situation? With DDPAI you'll instantly capture anything
of interest!
 
Comprehensive protection
Ensure  the  safety  of  your  vehicle  in  almost  any  situation  -  IPS  technology  makes  it  possible.  Once  you  start  parking  monitoring,  the
camera continuously records in timelapse mode, providing even better images while saving storage space. Note, the memory card is not
included,  it  must  be  purchased  separately.  What's  more,  the  built-in  accelerometer  detects  collisions  and  automatically  saves  key
accident footage, allowing you to avoid accidental loss. You can set its sensitivity in the app. The DVR is also equipped with low-voltage
protection.
 
Precise GPS
The built-in GPS module stands out for its high precision and accurately records driving data, such as location, speed and acceleration,
for example. You can save this and much more information and sync it with your smartphone. Download maps, view routes and share the
idea of a fantastic trip with your friends!
 
Check out what the DDPAI app offers
Connect the X2S Pro to the DDPAI app and get access to tons of cool features. Play and edit your footage, then share it on social media -
like  Facebook  or  Instagram.  Let  your  friends  see  cinematic  stories  about  the  trips  you  take!  Among  other  things,  the  app  also  sends
notifications about  the status of  your  memory card and battery.  Note:  the live preview is  only  available on models  not  exceeding the
iPhone 12 PRO MAX due to a lack of updates.
 
Included:
X2S Pro video recorder
Remote control button
Mounting tool
3M stickers
Power cable
Front and rear camera connection cable
User manual
	Manufacturer	
	DDPAI
	Model	
	X2S Pro
	Chip	
	Hisilicon3556
	Codec	
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	H.264
	Matrix	
	CMOS 4 MP
	Front camera lens	
	Wide angle 140°, F1.8 aperture
	Rear camera lens
	120° wide-angle, F2.0 aperture
	Wi-Fi module	
	2.4 GHz
	Supported memory cards	
	TF, up to 128 GB, loop recording
	Video output	
	Wireless
	Compatibility	
	Android, iOS
	Gyroscopic sensor	
	3-axis
	Resolution	
	Front: 2560x1440; Rear: 1080p
	RAM	
	1 GB

Price:

€ 195.00
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